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T he Virginia retail sales and use tax is now
fifteen years old-most of the state's youth
have never made a retail purchase without
hearing the familiar phrase "plus tax."
Although it is a significant source of the
Commonwealth's state and local govern
ment tax revenue, the sales tax is controver
sial, and frequently the subject of reform
proposals. This article examines several
aspects of the tax: its history, the equity of
the tax, how the Virginia sales tax compares
with those in other states, and proposals for
change.

HISTORY
The Old Dominion resisted the sales tax

movement that swept the nation during the
Great Depression, as state governments
strove to raise revenue in the face of drastic
declines in their conventional sources. When
Virginia adopted its tax in 1966, it joined
forty-one other states with sales taxes,
including all its neighbors and the District of
Columbia.

Although a special General Assembly
commission had studied the sales tax in
1945, the movement for the tax gained
momentum slowly. Governor Lindsay Al
mond, Jr. proposed the tax to the 1960
General Assembly, but strenuous opposition
by the Byrd Organization defeated the bill.

evertheless, that bill served as a model for
the law adopted six years later. Unlike the
subsequent law, however, the Almond bill
included motor vehicle sales, and there was
no local option.

NOTE: This News Letter is based on a
more detailed study recently published by
the Tayloe Murphy Institute. That study,
Virginia Issues: The Retail Sales Tax, may
be obtained for $5.20 per copy, tax
included, by writing to The Tayloe Murphy
Institute, Dynamics Building - 4th Floor,
2015 Ivy Road, Charlottesville, VA 22903
1780. Checks should be made payable to
Tayloe Murphy Institute.

Late in 1963 the Norfolk City 'Council
approved a measure to implement a local
general sales tax, despite vociferous opposi
tion from a broad coalition of civic and
business leaders. This action made Norfolk
only the second city in Virginia with a
general sales tax. (Bristol, due to its twin city
status with Bristol, Tennessee, which had a
sales tax, had imposed a tax in 1950.)

Contrary to its critics' negative expecta
tions, Norfolk's sales tax swelled the public
coffers by more than enough to fund the new
educational programs it was intended to
finance. Impressed by Norfolk's experience,
ten more Virginia cities had adopted sales
taxes by September 1,1965. This movement
toward local sales taxes was rapid enough to
worry the General Assembly. Some legisla
tors thought that if the local movement
continued, the option of the state to institute
a sales tax would be effectively eliminated.

The 1966 General Assembly, with the
strong support of Governor Mills E. God
win, Jr., passed a bill that authorized a 2
percent statewide sales tax, to increase to 3
percent in 1968. A major argument used by
proponents, including the influential Virgin
ia Retail Merchants Association, was that a
uniform statewide levy was preferable to a
patchwork quilt pattern of local taxes. The
general sales tax law also allowed cities and
counties to impose an optional 1 percent
sales tax. By May 1969, all cities and
counties had exercised this option, so that
everywhere in Virginia the total sales tax is 4
percent.

Under the provisions of the law, the state
collects the entire sales tax. It keeps one-half
of the revenue collected for its own use,
distributes one-fourth of the receipts to the
localities on the basis of their school-age
populations, and distributes the remaining
one-fourth of the receipts to the localities
where it is collected (the local option). The
development of this distribution formula
was the major topic of debate when the 1966
General Assembly considered the sales tax.
J. Harvie Wilkinson III has observed,
"Considering the dismal fate of such mea
sures in the past, it was remarkable that
debate in the 1966 legislature centered not on

whether to enact a general sales tax but on
how best to distribute tne proceeds. i Some
legislators did, in fact, feel that other aspects
of the tax had received insufficient attention.
Writing after the session, Delegate M.
Caldwell Butler observed, "We had always
felt that, when Virginia undertook to adopt a
general sales tax, it would be accompanied
by the tax relief for those to whom the
burden of the tax would be the greatest: the
retired; those of low income; and those with
large families. Substantially every effort of
this nature was rejected."2

Several fundamental changes had oc
curred in Virginia by 1966 that made a state
tax possible. The quality of public services,
particularly education, was perceived to be
inferior to national norms-a situation that
an increasingly urban and outward-looking
Commonwealth found unacceptable. Also,
the political composition of the 1966 General
Assembly, meeting on a newly reappor
tioned basis, had changed to reflect this
moderately progressive urban interest
emerging in Virginia.

Since its adoption, the sales tax statute has
been amended many times to exempt
particular products. Because of their limited
scope, most of these exemptions have had an
inconsequential impact on tax collections. A
major exception was the action by the 1980
General Assembly that exempted home
heating oil, artificial or propane gas, coal,
and firewood used for domestic consump
tion.

EQUITY
The controversy surrounding the sales tax

focuses most often on questions of equity.
Opponents of the tax claim that it is
regressive; that is, the economic incidence of
the tax is such that low-income households
spend greater percentages of their income on
the tC:lX than do affluent households. Tax
reformers argue that the sales tax therefore
should be replaced, preferably with a

1 J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Harry Byrd and the Changing Face of
Virginia Politics, 1945-1966 (Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1968), p. 294.
2 M. Caldwell Butler, "A Republican Looks at the 1966 Virginia
General Assembly," University of Virginia News Letter, August 15,

1966, p. 46.
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progressive income tax. Urider a progressive
tax structure, affluent households pay larger
percentages of their incomes for taxes than
do low-income households.

Empirical Studies of Regressivity. The
authors of five major studies of the sales tax
conclude that it is indeed a regressive tax.
However, at least three researchers have
found that exclusion. of food. for home
consumption from the sales tax would
greatly reduce the regressivity of the tax.
These findings bolster the attacks of sales tax
critics.

But the issue of regressivity does not end
here. According to the permanent income
hypothesis, households base their consump
tion not on current income but upon some
concept of permanent, or normal, income. A
worker whose income is reduced to zero
during a temporary layoff does not reduce
his consumption spending to zero. He
maintains approximately his normal con
sumption pattern. Similarly, a person whose
income is increased temporarily through
overtime pay-or bonuses does not drastically
increase his consumption. Rather, he main
tains about the same level ofconsumption as
before his temporary good fortune.

The result of this type of consumption
behavior, according to some economists, is
to make the sales tax appear more regressive
than it really is. Studies based on current
income will show effective tax rates (the
percentage of income paid in taxes) that are
higher than they should be for low-income
households and lower than they should be
for high-income households. One re
searcher, who attempted to correct for this
bias by developing a measure of permanent
income, concluded that the general sales tax
is actually progressive.

Regressivity vs. Absolute Tax Levels.
Some analysts say that certain taxes are
"more regressive" than other taxes and are
thus more unfair. As an illustration, com
pare Virginia's general sales tax with that of
West Virginia. According to a study by
Donald Phares, in West Virginia the
effective tax rate on households with less
than $3,000 income is 4.0 times the effective
tax rate on households with more than
$35,000 annual income. In Virginia, - by
comparison, the poorest households pay an
effective tax rate that is 4.8 times higher than
that paid by the highest income households.
Based on this sort of reasoning, Phares
suggests that West Virginia's sales tax is less
regressive and more equitable than Virgin
ia's tax. According to Phares himself,
however, the effective tax rate for house
holds earning less than $3,000 in West
Virginia is 11.53 percent. If households with
those same earnings were in Virginia, they
would pay effective rates of only 3.58
percent. Therefore, many would argue that
West Virginia's sales tax is, in fact, less
equitable than Virginia's since West Virgin
ia's tax places a higher absolute burden on
the poor.

Comparative Regressivity. The concept of
comparative regressivity may prove useful in
certain circumstances, however. If a govern
ment decides to abolish a tax because it
places unfair burdens on low-income house
holds, it usually either will have to impose a
new tax or raise an existing tax to replace the

lost revenue. Given that the new tax should
generate the same amount of revenue as the
abolished tax, a comparison of the degrees of
regressivity will indicate whether the new tax
will place a greater, a lower, or an equal
burden on low-income households. If the
new tax is less regressive than the old, then
equity is improved. But if the new tax is more
regressive, equity will deteriorate.

Net Budget Incidence. Another way to
evaluate equity is to consider governmental
benefits received as well as taxes paid. This is
accomplished by estimating the incidence of
expenditure benefits by size of household
income. For each income class, the percent
age of benefits to income is subtracted from
the percentage of taxes to income· the
difference is the net budget inciden~e. A
positive net figure indicates that benefits
exceed taxes, while a negative figure indi
cates the opposite.

Because tax collections and other sources
of revenue are frequently merged and
generally interchangeable, expenditures are
not easily tied to_a_~pecifictax. Furthermore,
the allocation of benefits by income class is
imprecise because some governmental func
tions, such as financial administration, are
very broad. Also, benefits may vary consid
erably within income classes. For example, if
two couples had identical incomes, but one
couple was childless while the other couple
had two children in public school, the
expenditure benefits received by the two
families would be quite different.

Authors of a study based on national data
for 1968 found that although the sales tax
and the overall state and local government
tax structure were regressive, the benefit rate
fell as income rose. Thus, net benefit
incidence indicated that the state-local tax
system was not regressive, but progressive. A
major reason for this outcome was that low
incoJ?e families received, on the average,
relatively large health benefits and income
transfers.

These findings are instructive but not
conclusive, since many of the authors' tax
and expenditure allocations are debatable
and their results, which are based on
national data, may not apply to Virginia's
fiscal situation. Nevertheless, the findings do
illustrate the importance of considering
benefits if a comprehensive view of incidence
is desired.

Need vs. Regressiveness. One argument
cited by proponents of the sales tax is
revenue need: "Conceding that the sales tax
is inequitable, it is held that this factor is
offset by the expediency of fiscal need.
Ability to pay is only one goal in taxation;
adequacy is another. Especially is this true if
the proceeds of the tax are used for public
schools, health, assistance to needy persons
and other forms of welfare."3 Economist
John Kenneth Galbraith supports this view
in his book The Affluent Society. Although
Galbraith believes that the sales tax is
regressive, he argues that moderate regres
sion is unimportant today, since most
families receive incomes far above the
subsistence level.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATES
Sales taxes have been enacted by state and

local governments at varying rates against
3 Tipton R. Snavely, "The Sales and Use Tax," University of
Virginia News Letter, May 15, 1947.

varying tax bases. One reason for this
diversity is that state and local governments'
fiscal structures are unlike in regard to the
relative importance of other taxes. Another
reason is that voter pref~rences for public
spending differ.

Sales Tax Rates. For the forty-five states
and the District of Columbia that have sales
taxes, the rates range from 2 percent to 7.5
percent. The most common rates are 3
percent, imposed by thirteen states, and 4
percent, levied by fourteen. But because
twenty-six states allow local governments to
collect sales taxes, most consumers pay
somewhat higher tax rates. In the continen
tal United States, local sales tax rates vary
from 0.5 percent to 4 percent. In Alaska they
are as high ~s 5 percent.

Nationwide, the states' maximum com
bined tax rates range from 3 percent to 8
percent. Virginia's combined state-local rate
of 4 percent is the same as North Carolina's
and it is lower than maximum state-Iocai
_~ate~_jn ~h~ J!.Qjoilli)1g~stateLof Ken~ucky,

Maryland, and West Virginia, all of which
have rates of 5 percent; lower than the
District of Columbia's 6 percent; and lower
than Tennessee's 6.75 percent.

A few caveats must be noted when
comparing combined state and local sales
tax rates, however. First, combined state and
local rates reflect the maximum rate used in
e~ch. state. Because local taxes may vary
WIthIn a state, the tax rate in some localities
may be lower than the maximum. For
instance, some Louisiana localities levy sales
taxes of up to 3 percent and others have no
tax at all. Second, the tax base varies from
state to state and from locality to locality.
Thus, simple comparisons of nominal tax
rates should be made cautiously.

Importance of the Sales Tax. Virginia is
less dependent on the sales tax than any of its
neighbors except North Carolina; but with
21.7 percent of the state's tax revenue in
1979-80 arising from the sales tax it is
nonetheless, an important element in the Old
Dominion's fiscal structure. Local govern
ments in Virginia also are less dependent on
the sales tax than local governments that
levy sales taxes in neighboring states.
Compared to local governments nationally,
however, the 11.3 percent of total revenue
that the sales tax provides in Virginia is
greater than the 9.4 percent it provides, on
the average, to local governments in all fifty
states and the District of Columbia. This
comparison is somewhat misleading, howev
er, since local governments in twenty-one
states are not empowered to collect sales
taxes.

Although useful, the preceding compari
sons are somewhat distorted, since each state
uses unique classification conventions. For
example, two states may tax purchases of
automobiles, but one state may include them
in a general sales tax base while the other
may cover them under a specific tax. To

sidestep such problems, tax collections from
all forms of consumption can be comp'ared.
These tax receipts include general sales tax
revenues as well as collections from excise
taxes.

The state government of Virginia de
pended on consumption taxes for 45.5
percent of its total tax revenues in 1978-79,



less than all other adjoining states. National
ly, the average percentage of state govern
ment revenue derived from consumption
taxes also exceeded that of Virginia.

On the other hand, local governments in
Virginia depended more heavily on con
sumption taxes than did their counterparts
in most of the neighboring states. Only the
District of Columbia and local governments
in Tennessee derived larger shares of their
tax receipts from consumption levies.
Figures for Virginia's localities far exceeded
those for both the region and, especially, the
nation. Again, this is partly a result of the
fact that twenty-one states do not allow local
jurisdictions to impose a general sales tax.

Relative Tax Effort. Another interesting
perspective on the importance of the general
sales tax in Virginia and other states can be
gained by comparison of the taxing effort in
each state. Two yardsticks commonly used
to make relative comparisons are tax
collections per capita and tax collections per
$1,000 of personal income. Compared to
either "the U.S. or the regional average,
Virginia's sales tax effort was low in 1978-79.
Among Virginia and its neighboring states,
the Old Dominion's collections per capita
and per $1,000 of personal income were the
lowest, at $139 and $18, respectively. In
contrast, the corresponding figures for West
Virginia, the highest in the region, were $301
and $46.

If the study of the tax effort is broadened
to include all consumption taxes, Virginia's
relative position among states in this region
changes only slightly. North Carolina
collects about $274 in consumption taxes per
capita, Virginia $292. All the other states in
the region have higher per capita consump
tion tax collections, and the national average
is also higher than Virginia's figure. On the
basis of consumption taxes collected per
$1,000 of personal income, only Maryland
collects as little as Virginia in this region. The
national average also exceeds that of Virgin
Ia.

The Sales Tax Base. Sales tax data
collected by the Virginia Department of
Taxation are grouped by type of seller rather
than by type of commodity. For instance, a
large supermarket's entire sales are reported
in the food category even though it may sell
many non-food items.

Among the different groups of sellers, the
food group dominates the tax base, encom
passing 36.2 percent of 1980 taxable sales.
Food consumed at home accounted for
nearly three-fourths of all food expenditures
and for 26.5 percent of the total tax base. The
second major component of the tax base,
representing 17.7 percent of all 1980 taxable
sales, is the general merchandise group. The
sales of department stores, among others,
comprise this group. The remaining major
groups, in order of importance, are lumber,
building materials, and supply, 9.9 percent;
automotive supplies, 5.7 percent; furniture,
home furnishings, and equipment, 5.5
percent; and apparel, 4.6 percent. Most
services are excluded from the sales tax base,
despite the fact that services constitute a very
large proportion of consumption expendi
tures.

The general sales tax bases in other states
share broad similarities with Virginia's but
exhibit sharp differences in particular

aspects. The treatment of many goods and
services varies widely. The most frequently
exempted items are food for consumption
away from home, exempt in twenty-eight
states (treating the District of Columbia as a
state); medicine, in forty-two; telephone and
telegraph, in nineteen; gas and electricity, in
seventeen; water, in twenty-nine; and health
services and housing, both of which are
exempted in all states with a sales tax.

In 1979-80, Virginia's taxable sales ac
counted for 51.6 percent of total consump
tion. (Note that in this case taxable sales
exclude the bases of other selective sales or
gross receipts taxes, including those on
motor fuels, automobiles, alcoholic bever
ages, and utility services.) The coverage of
the sales tax in Virginia is lower than that of
some adjoining states because Virginia
excludes more items from the sales tax than
they do-even though the excluded items
often are taxed in another form. For this
region, the median coverage was 51.6
percent, the most comprehensive being
Tennessee's at 70.8 percent.

Treatment of Food and Prescription
Drugs. Critics of the sales tax claim that
including food purchased for home con
sumption and prescription drugs in the tax
base tends to make the sales tax more
regressive than it would otherwise be. In
response to this criticism, many states have
moved to relieve individuals of the tax on
food for home consumption and prescrip
tion drugs. The past eight years in particular
have witnessed a strong trend in the direction
of exempting food for home consumption.
As of July 1, 1973, sixteen states exempted
such food from the sales tax, while two states
and the District of Columbia taxed food at a
reduced rate. Today, of the forty-five states
and the District of Columbia that levy
general sales taxes, twenty-seven have
exempted food for home consumption,
while Illinois taxes it at a reduced rate. Of
Virginia's neighbors, only North Carolina
and Tennessee tax food purchases.

Some states provide relief from the sales
tax on food through an income tax credit
refund to offset sales tax paid. Currently,
Hawaii, Idaho, Nebraska, and New Mexico
offer credit-refunds, some for sales taxes
paid on food for home consumption, others
for sales taxes paid on a broader base. In
addition, South Dakota and Wyoming
provide credit-refunds to the elderly and the
disabled. After accounting for all the
exemptions, partial exemptions, and credit
refunds, only twelve states, most of them in
the South, provide no relief from the sales
tax on food for home consumption.

The treatment of prescription drugs in the
tax base is similar across the country. Only
four states tax prescription drugs; of those,
Hawaii and New Mexico grant an income
tax credit-refund, and Illinois imposes a rate
of only 2 percent, as opposed to its overall
rate of 4 percent. In addition to prescription
drugs, many states, including Virginia,
exempt medical and dental devices such as
artificial limbs, eyeglasses, and dentures.
Virginia taxes so-called nonprescription
drugs at the full rate, as do many other states.

PROPOSED CHANGES

Because many people consider the sales
tax on food for home consumption a

regressive and unfair tax, proposals for tax
reform arise frequently. Food tax relief plans
in Virginia generally are variations of the
three plans used in other states. These are (1)
exemption; (2) a reduced tax rate; and (3) an
income tax credit-refund for sales taxes paid.
Although the proposals have yet to succeed
in Virginia, they will likely arise again. Each
of these plans has advantages and disadvan
tages that policymakers should consider
when proposing future changes.

Exemption. Totally exempting food for
home consumption from the sales tax has
several advantages. As noted above, it tends
to reduce regressivity of the sales tax. This
method is also easy to understand, and it
removes a highly visible tax, thereby making
it a possible political advantage to those who
authorize it. But full exemption also entails
some serious disadvantages; it costs the state
much more than necessary to reduce sales
tax regressivity, and it complicates tax
administration and collection. Furthermore,
by removing a visible and pervasive tax, it
may weaken voter perceptions about the cost
of government.

The objective in eliminating a regressive
tax such as the sales tax on food is,
presumably, to help low-income households.
But blanket exemption helps not only low
income households but also affluent house
holds. Of the estimated $158 million that
total exemption would have cost in fiscal
year 1980, perhaps only 30 percent would
have been tax relief for families with money
incomes below $10,000.

Another drawback of a total exemption is
that the administration of the tax will be
complicated and, therefore, more costly.
Under current law, Virginia merchants keep
2.25 percent of the tax revenue they collect as
reimbursement for the expense ofcollection.
Even so, this amount fails to cover all the
expenses involved in tax collection, accord
ing to one study. The exemption of food
would make the gap between merchants'
expenses and their reimbursement greater in
two ways. The separation of exempt goods
would require more labor time on the part of
checkout clerks and bookkeepers, more
sophisticated cash registers or scanners, or
some combination of the extra labor and
equipment. At the same time that merchants'
expenses increased, their expense reimburse
ment would yield a smaller amount.

These extra expenses borne by retailers
might, in the long run, be passed on to
consumers. In essence consumers would pay
a hidden tax on food. To this extent, the
exemption of food would provide only a
partial solution to the problem of regressivi
ty, as the hidden expenses would erode
whatever savings consumers realize from the
tax exemption.

Reduced Rate. Although a reduced tax
rate, say 1 percent, would cost the state less
revenue than would a full exemption,
retailers' administrative costs would increase
by as much as they would under a total
exemption. Increased labor time and more
sophisticated checkout equipment still
would be necessary to separate the goods
taxed at 3 percent from those taxed at 1
percent, to calculate the different taxes, and
to record the totals. The higher costs would



be shifted forward to the consumer so that Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of the sole criterion by which people judge tax
the actual amount of tax relief would be credit-refund is that the number of tax equity, for the federal income tax is
smaller than the foregone revenue. The returns would increase, perhaps by 300,000 progressive. Most likely, the much higher
partial exemption also shares the other per year, because many low-income house- absolute burden of the federal income tax is
advantages and disadvantages of a full holds not currently filin would be required the reason for its unpopularity.
exemption, though to a lesser degree. to file for a refund. A smaller problem would Compared to sales taxes in other states,

Impact of Food Exemption on Local arise if inflation continues, necessitating Virginia's combined state-local tax rate of 4
Governme~ts. Any plan that removes the 1 periodic revisions in the dollar amount of the percent is in the middle range. In terms of
percent local option tax from food for home credit. burden, as measured by collections per
consumption would affect some localities far capita and per $1,000 of personal income,
more than others since food for home SUMMARY Virginia's state and local sales tax collections
consumption as a percentage of taxable sales The Virginia retail sales and use tax is a are below regional and national averages, a
varies widely across the state. In 1980, for major source of revenue for the state and for result of the Commonwealth's moderate
example, this figure ranged from 7.7 percent local governments. Moreover, it is a source state-local rate and its taxation of many
in Bath County to 70.7 percent in the City of that has been relatively stable, accounting forms of consumption with selected excise
Manassas Park. The state would have a for about one-fifth of the state's tax taxes, rather than with a general sales tax.
difficult time ensuring that each locality is collections and one-tenth of local collections A' majority of the states with sales taxes'
treated equally. For instance, a uniform since it became fully operational in the late either exempt or provide an income tax
increase in the local option tax on the 1960s. Unlike other taxes, the sales tax has credit-refund for food purchased for home
remaining tax base would undercompensate not been distorted by inflation. By compari- consumption, which is a major component
some localities while overcompensating oth- son, the motor fuels tax, which is levied per of the Virginia sales tax base, accounting for
ers. gallon purchased, has failed to rise with roughly one-fourth of the total. If Virginia

Income Tax Credit-Refund. The main motor fuel prices. Also, effective tax rates wished to take a similar action, it should
advantage of the income tax credit-refund is under the Virginia individual iQcome tax address two major questions: (1) what form
its flexibility in targeting the benefits of tax have risen because exemptions, the maxi- should the tax relief take? and (2) how wo lei
relief at those groups that the legislature mum standard deduction, and rate brackets the tax relief be financed?
most desires to help. Provision of the credit have been unadjusted for the )reduced Based on our analysis, an income tax
to the lowest income households, with a purchasing power of the dollar. credit-refund per exemption, indexed to
gradual reduction in the credit as income The equity of the sales tax is of central reflect inflation in food prices and designed
increases, would allow the state to vary the concern. By the most common measure, the to decrease as adjusted gross income rose,
amount of relief granted according to the tax is regressive; but upon examination, would be the most efficient and economical
need. Further precision could be achieved by "regressive" proves to be a complex term method. Nevertheless, such a program
tying the credit to the number of people in a with many interpretations. Regressivity is would be costly in terms of foregone state
household. This would allow greater tax not a very useful concept unless both relative revenue. If this amount were not recouped
relief to go to, say, a family of six than to a and absolute tax burdens are measured. through new or higher taxes, then it would
childless counle with the same income. The Regressivity also depends upon the income have to be financed by lower expenditures at
state's reven~e loss could be cut considerably concept used. Finally, if the incidence of a time when state and local govenments are
compared to that under a full exemption, but expenditure benefits is allowed for, then the already under considerable fiscal strain due
without sacrificing the goal of providing tax incidence of net benefits or burdens may be to reduced federal aid. The difficulty of
relief to those who need it. quite different than the incidence of a providing relief may cause the Old Domin-

The credit-refund has other advantages as particular tax. ion to continue with the sales tax in its
well. Since retailers would not face higher According to national opinion polls present form since expenditure needs as
administrative costs, grocery bills would not. conducted by the Advisory Commision on expressed by voters may take precedence
have to increase. Also, Virginia could Intergovernmental Relations, the public over questions of tax equity. Indeed, this was
continue to collect tax revenue from tourists believes that state sales taxes are "more fair" the situation when the tax was adopted in
and other visitors who purchase food, since than the federal income tax and local 1966-an era when the national poverty rate
nonresidents would not qualify for the tax property taxes, but less fair than state was higher, and real incomes were lower,
credit. income taxes. Clearly, regressivity is not the than they are today.

Editors' Note: Virginia's retail sales tax no doubt will continue to be a matter of public concern. We would welcome correspondence
on the state's sales tax from any of our readers. Address your comments to News Letter Editor, Institute of Government, 207 Minor
Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903.
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